
 Cabinets: $4,700 to $7,000 

 Shower: $3,000 to $4,800 

 Countertops: $2,800 to $4,100 

 Bathtub: $2,600 to $4,100 

 Flooring: $2,500 to $3,600 

 Lighting: $1,100 to $1,700 

 Toilet: $340 to $480 

On average, a bathroom renovation 
will set you back $17,908, according 

to Remodeling Magazine.  Here’s 
how to save money on a bathroom 
renovation, that should pay off in 

spades when you decide to sell your 

home.    

10 Inexpensive Updates For 

Your Bathroom: 

 Remove dated wallpaper.  No one wants to 
spend time removing wallpaper. 

 Remove dated curtains.  In most cases I 
recommend a simple valance in the        
bathroom. 

 Remove Clutter.  Otherwise known as 
"visual noise", stuff on the countertops and 
surfaces is distracting and increases stress.  

 Clean Until it Shines.  This includes inside  
and outside of cabinets and drawers,         
fixtures, counters, windows and floors. 

 Eliminate Odors, Don't Mask Them.  The 
best way to do this is by cleaning and letting 
fresh air in.  

 Update Cabinets and/or Hardware.  Even 
if they are in good condition, the finish may 
be outdated (think 80's oak). If the finish is in 
good condition and not dated, new hardware 
could be all they need. 

 Update Faucets.  Dated sink and shower 
fixtures suggest a lack of home           
maintenance.  

 Update Light Fixtures.  You can increase 
the perceived value of your home for very 
little investment with new lighting. 

 Buy New Towels.  Creating a spa-like      
atmosphere adds both visual and emotional 
appeal. 

 Fresh Paint.  The best bang for your buck is 
paint. It creates a dramatic transformation, 
however, make sure to ask your Realtor® 
before committing to a color. 

 

   

 Nature inspired colors such 
as blue, green, grey and 

brown can give your room 
an organic feel along with a 
soothing effect. If you have a 

smaller bath, you may opt for a 

slightly lighter, neutral color pallet. 

The Spa Color Scheme  

What’s with the big 
price tag to renovate 

a (usually) small 
room?  Here is the 
costs to buy and          

install these big ticket 
items: 

Remodel (v): to alter the            
structure, form or shape of  

something. 
 

Renovate (v): to restore to a 
former better state. 

 

Refurbish (v): to brighten or 
freshen up.  

 

Revamp (v): to remake or                 
revise. 

  

http://activerain.com/blogsview/3515978/you-don-t-want-to-remove-wallpaper-news-flash-buyers-don-t-either-
http://activerain.com/blogsview/3285292/nh-home-staging-faq----why-should-i-replace-the-light-fixtures-
http://activerain.com/blogsview/3321079/nh-home-staging-faq---can-you-help-me-choose-paint-colors-
http://activerain.com/blogsview/3321079/nh-home-staging-faq---can-you-help-me-choose-paint-colors-
http://activerain.com/blogsview/3321079/nh-home-staging-faq---can-you-help-me-choose-paint-colors-
http://www.realtor.com/advice/home-improvement/decorating-tips-for-tiny-bathrooms/
http://www.realtor.com/advice/home-improvement/decorating-tips-for-tiny-bathrooms/


ORGANIZATION IDEAS 

Utilize the space above the bathroom door 
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Roll bath towels and display them  

Do not use cheap paint in a           

bathroom. Because of the            

moisture created by the bath or 

shower, you should always select 

a high-quality paint that’s              

resistant to mold and mildew.  

If there are areas of mold or    

obvious major cosmetic issues, 

or something is damaged, they 

need to be addressed. It doesn't 

pay to save money by covering 

up something that’s broken. 

If you decide to do some                         

remodeling to your bathroom, 

you’re likely to recoup about 65% 

of the cost when you sell your 

home. 

The bathroom is among one of 

the most important rooms in 

the home where remodeling 

will add value. 

While it’s easy to blow the budget on     

remodeling a bathroom, there are     

simple things you can do that add      

value to your home and transform the 

look at the same time. 

 Get rid of excess. Duplicates and 
bulk items get stored elsewhere to     

create space. 

 Organize your medicine cabinet with 
plastic bins/trays. Try to keep only the 

items you use daily in there.  

 Relocate medicines out of the     

bathroom into child proof storage.  

 Limit hair care products and         
supplies. Put your brush, dryer, spray 
and gel in a single tote and stash it     

under the sink.  

 Add creative towel storage. (think 
form and function) Try rolling towels 

and storing them in a wine rack.  

 Divide and conquer your makeup.  
Purge anything you haven't used in 6 

months. 

 Reassess the shower caddy.  

 Claim the space over your toilet with 

a cabinet or shelf.  

 Add style and function with                   
apothecary jars for items such as                             

cotton balls or soap. 

To Control 

Bathroom 

Clutter 

Although a new tub usually isn’t too 

pricey, removing the old one, installing the 

new bathtub and hiring a plumber to reat-

tach the pipes can run up to $3,000.       

Instead of replacing your bathtub, think 

about having it refinished (which is about 

$460 on average). 


